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Abstract. We report the detailed analysis of translationally cold rubidium molecule formation through
photoassociation. Cold molecules are formed after spontaneous decay of photoexcited molecules from a
laser cooled atomic sample, and are detected by selective mass spectroscopy after two-photon ionization
into Rb+

2 ions. A spectroscopic study of the 0−g (5S + 5P3/2) pure long-range state of 87Rb2 is performed
by detecting the ion yield as a function of the photoassociation laser frequency; the spectral data are
theoretically analyzed within the semiclassical RKR approach. Molecular ionization is resonantly enhanced
through either the 23Πg or the 23Σ+

g intermediate molecular states. Some vibrational levels of the latter
electronic state are observed and assigned here for the first time. Finally, cold molecules formation rates
are calculated and compared to the experimentally measured ones, and the vibrational distribution of the
formed molecules in the a3Σ+

u ground triplet state is discussed.

PACS. 32.80.Pj Optical cooling of atoms; trapping – 34.50.Rk Laser-modified scattering and reactions

1 Introduction

The optical cooling, trapping, and manipulation of atomic
samples in the micro-Kelvin range or below [1] is now
a well-mastered technique that allows important experi-
ments in metrology, atom optics, and collisional physics
and the realization of Bose-Einstein condensation in a
dilute vapor. Its extension to molecules is indeed very
promising, and would open a new and exciting class of
experiments in chemistry and molecular physics [2].

A substantial breakthrough in the experimental ex-
ploitation of translationally cold molecules, beyond the
long-standing technique of molecular beams, has been
given just a few years ago when cold molecules were pro-
duced with two very different techniques. Cold cesium
molecules in the µK range were obtained as a result of a
photoassociative process between laser-cooled atoms [3],
while paramagnetic CaH molecules in the hundreds mK
range were cryogenically cooled and trapped in a mag-
netic trap [4]. Very recently, a third method, based on
time-varying electric fields, succeeded in slowing a beam
of polar molecules [5].

Photoassociation (PA) of two colliding cold atoms into
an excited molecule was first proposed by Thorsheim et al.
[9] as a possible source of translationally cold molecules.
This implies the formation of excited dimers that can then
spontaneously decay to their ground state while remain-
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ing translationally cold. In the experiment of reference
[3], cold Cs2 molecules in the ground triplet state were
produced in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) after spon-
taneous decay of photoexcited molecules. The latter were
obtained by photoassociating at long range a colliding pair
of cold atoms with a laser red-detuned from the princi-
pal atomic transition. The ground state molecules pro-
duced were translationally and rotationally cold but in
various vibrationally excited levels. In a slightly different
scheme, PA of cold potassium atoms has produced cold
K2 molecules in deeply bound levels of the ground sin-
glet state [6]; the authors successively demonstrated that
the cold molecule production can be strongly enhanced
by a 2-step Franck-Condon pumping through a Rydberg
molecular state [7]. Finally, ground triplet state rubidium
molecules have been observed in our group also as the
result of PA of cold atoms in a MOT, but with a signif-
icant contribution of a three-body recombination process
as well [8].

The efficiency of cold molecule formation through PA
is determined by the product of the excitation probabil-
ity times the decay probability to ground-state molecules,
both depending on Franck-Condon factors. Recent ex-
periments [3,8] have demonstrated that cold-molecule
formation is particularly efficient when photoassociation
proceeds through pure long-range excited states [10],
although the process is general and different Franck-
Condon pumping schemes are possible [7]. Pure long-range
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states, in which the entire vibration is situated at rather
large internuclear distance, are suitable because, extend-
ing to very long range, they can be easily populated from
two free atoms in a cold binary collision. In cesium, the
0−g and 1u states correlated to the 6S + 6P3/2 molecu-
lar asymptote both efficiently produce cold molecules [11,
12], as their bound levels show appreciable overlap with
ground-state wave functions, allowing for efficient bound-
bound decay. In rubidium, only for the 0−g (5S + 5P3/2)
state (hereafter referred to as 0−g (P3/2)) an efficient pro-
duction of cold molecules has been demonstrated and its
spectroscopic study, limited to the 87Rb isotope, is re-
ported here.

The detection of ground-state cold molecules has al-
lowed the spectroscopic investigation of the 0−g (P3/2) and
1u(P3/2) states of cesium [11,12]. This technique is com-
plementary to other PA detection techniques based ei-
ther on excited state molecule ionization or on atom trap
loss detection [13]. PA spectroscopy, occurring as free-to-
bound transitions that couple colliding atoms to excited
molecular states, provides a very high resolution, even bet-
ter than bound-to-bound molecular spectra because the
initial energy spread of the free cold atoms is dramatically
small (a few MHz at 100 µK). Furthermore, as the repul-
sive barriers of high angular momentum states cannot be
overcome, only a few rotational states are present in the
spectrum. Due to the long de Broglie wavelength of the
cold atoms, the PA process gives information not only on
the excited state potentials but also on the ground-state
curves. Because PA of cold atom pairs can be viewed as a
vertical transition from the atomic continuum to a bound
molecular state, one can consider that, for any (fixed) fre-
quency of the photoassociating laser, PA is taking place
at a particular interatomic distance.

By photoassociative spectroscopy it is possible to
probe molecular states that are difficult to explore with
standard bound-to-bound spectroscopy because of the low
Franck-Condon factors from the ground state. In partic-
ular, pure long-range molecular states [10] such as 0−g
and 1u quoted above, which have both the inner and the
outer classical turning points at large internuclear dis-
tances (R > 10a0, where a0 is the Bohr radius), are prac-
tically accessible only by PA spectroscopy of cold atoms.
These states generally have small well depths (ranging
from a fraction of, to a few tens of, cm−1), that get larger
for the heavier alkalis.

Two methods are commonly used in magneto-optical
traps (MOTs) to record PA spectra: trap loss and ion de-
tection. These detection approaches give quite different
results because the physical processes involved are more
or less dependent on the particular excited state. In the
trap loss case, when the PA laser is resonant with excited
molecular levels, the average number of atoms trapped in
the MOT decreases because part of the vibrational energy
is converted, after the spontaneous decay, into kinetic en-
ergy of the atomic pair, which may leave the trap. This
produces a decrease of the atomic fluorescence emitted
by the MOT, which is monitored [14,15]. This method
may require a high laser intensity to induce a significant

variation of the trapped atom number. Furthermore, if
the deexcitation through the emission of a red-detuned
photon does not heat enough the colliding atoms, they
are recaptured by the MOT and no trap loss is observed.
This may happen for some vibrational levels of long-range
states. The second method, where the PA reaction prod-
ucts, or related products, are directly detected [14,16,17],
requires a more complex apparatus including a laser to
ionize atoms or molecules and an ion or electron detec-
tor, but it generally allows for a higher sensitivity. In par-
ticular, excited molecules can be ionized into molecular
ions that are discriminated against atomic ions by time-
of-flight mass spectroscopy.

Here we present a detailed analysis of the formation
of cold rubidium molecules through photoassociation. In
particular, a spectral study of 87Rb2 molecules excited by
PA on the red side of the 5S1/2 → 5P3/2 atomic asymp-
tote is reported. The spectra are taken using low-power
diode lasers and through detection of the molecular ions,
created by ionization of ground-state molecules. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe our experimental apparatus. Section 3
reports the experimental spectra. In Section 4 the spectro-
scopic analysis of the data within the semiclassical RKR
approach is performed, and a potential curve for the 0−g
state of 87Rb2 is derived. Section 5 reports the calcula-
tion of the PA and cold molecule production rates and
the comparison with the measured ones. Finally, the reso-
nance enhanced two-photon process which is used to ion-
ize cold molecules allows us to estimate the distribution
of the produced molecules into the vibrational levels of
the lowest triplet a3Σ+

u state, which we compare to the
calculated one in Section 6.

2 Experimental apparatus

The experimental apparatus is sketched in Figure 1. A
vapor-cell-loaded magneto-optical trap [18] is produced
in a stainless-steel cell under a high-vacuum environment
(< 10−8 torr). The cell has several windows allowing for
optical access and the positioning of a channeltron multi-
plier near the MOT. The background Rb pressure is kept
typically in the 10−8 torr range. A trap is created at the
center of a quadrupolar magnetic field, produced by two
coils in an anti-Helmholtz configuration, where three pairs
of counterpropagating, retroreflected laser beams (1 cm
diameter), in the standard σ+/σ− configuration, orthog-
onally cross each other. The trapping laser is a 50 mW
c.w. diode laser (SDL5401-G1), injection-locked by an ex-
tended cavity diode laser. This master laser, having a
linewidth below 1 MHz, is frequency-locked 12 MHz to
the red side of the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 hyperfine transition
of the 87Rb D2 line at 780 nm. A 5 mW DBR diode laser
(Yokogawa YL78XN), tuned to the F = 1 → F ′ = 2 D2

line, is split into two beams and superposed to the trap-
ping beam in two arms to avoid optical pumping into the
other hyperfine level of the ground state. Some measure-
ments have also been done on 85Rb that can be trapped
just by changing the locking points of the trapping and
repumping lasers.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental apparatus.

The MOT, being continuously monitored by a photo-
diode and a CCD camera, is loaded with up to N ∼ 107

rubidium atoms in an almost Gaussian distribution of
0.8 mm diameter, leading to a maximum peak density
n ' 3 × 1010 cm−3. The atomic temperature, measured
by the release and recapture method, is 120± 40 µK.

Several c.w. free-running diode lasers (Sanyo DL-7140-
201) of 70 mW maximum output power, with a linewidth
of about 30 MHz, are alternatively used as PA laser.
The emission wavelength of each of them, centered near
781 nm, is continuously tuned in some range by vary-
ing the diode temperature, and is monitored by a Fabry-
Perot interferometer and a λ-meter (NIST LM-10), which
provide a finely calibrated relative scale and a first ab-
solute measure of the laser wavelength, respectively. An-
other control on the absolute scale is obtained by sending
a portion of the PA laser beam through a heated iodine
cell and by detecting the absorption lines of I2 molecules
[19]. The PA laser is focused to the MOT position in a
spot slightly smaller than the trap size; the resulting laser
intensity is about 10 W/cm2. A pulsed dye laser, pumped
by the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (7 ns pulse
duration, 10 Hz repetition rate and 0.5 cm−1 linewidth),
ionizes the cold triplet molecules through excitation to the
intermediate 23Πg(5s+ 4d) state. The pulse energies are
nearly 2 mJ with a laser beam waist of about 1 mm at the
MOT position. Its wavelength is settled to the maximum
of the a3Σ+

u → 23Πg molecular band [20], corresponding
to 602.7 nm [8]. As a consequence, the ionization is sen-
sitive to molecules in the ground triplet state but not to

those in the excited states, also because of their finite life-
time.

3 Experimental spectra

By using molecular ion detection, mass selected by time-
of-flight, we have recorded PA spectra for both 87Rb and
85Rb. We see a difference between the two isotopes in that
a signal of cold 85Rb2 molecules is detected even in absence
of the PA laser. In fact, the different collisional properties
of the two isotopes cause a significant molecular formation
rate by three-body recombination only for 85Rb [8]. For
87Rb, we have recorded a quite wide PA spectrum on the
red side of the 5S1/2 → 5P3/2 atomic transition, as shown
in Figure 2 as a function of the detuning ∆L. To cover a
significant energy range (>17 cm−1) we had to use four
different diode lasers; this is due to mode hops of the diode
lasers that prevent a continuous tuning in some spectral
regions.

One series is clearly observed and, by comparison with
the trap-loss spectrum of reference [21], it is identified
as the photoassociation of two free atoms to the excited
molecular 0−g (P3/2) state. In the PA trap loss spectrum
of 85Rb [21], the authors, comparing the energy eigen-
values to model potentials [22], could identify three se-
ries corresponding to 0−g , 0+

u and 1g states correlated to
5S + 5P3/2. From two of the series, accurate potentials
for the 0−g (P3/2) and 1g(P3/2) states were derived [23].
Here, only the 0−g (P3/2) state gives a significant signal of
triplet ground-state molecules. The PA mechanism is sim-
ilar to that observed in cesium, where the excitation of
the 0−g (P3/2) pure long-range state is followed by a par-
tial decay into ground-state molecules [3]. As in the case
of cesium, the rubidium 0−g (P3/2) state has a double-well
shape, with an external well ∼ 28 cm−1 deep and a mini-
mum at an internuclear distance Re ' 17 Å [23], allowing
for efficient PA at large internuclear distance while main-
taining rather good Franck-Condon factors for decay into
ground-state triplet molecules. While, for specific vibra-
tional levels of Cs, tunneling through the internal bar-
rier of the double well occurs [24], resulting in quite large
molecule formation rates, no such effect is observed in Rb
as the internal barrier is too high to be crossed through.

In PA spectroscopy, as the repulsive barriers of high
angular momentum states cannot be overcome, only a few
rotational states appear. In our spectrum, within a few
cm−1 near the molecular asymptotes, the rotational struc-
tures cannot be resolved because of additional, overlap-
ping hyperfine structure. There is also a limitation given
by the diode laser linewidth, being about 30 MHz, which
is larger than the natural linewidth of the 0−g (P3/2) state
(nearly 12 MHz). However, the resolution is sufficient to
partly resolve the rotational structure of the lines far de-
tuned from the atomic resonance. In Figure 3a the rota-
tional structure of the 0−g v = 0 vibrational level is shown,
together with the rotational spectrum of the same level
for 85Rb. The two structures are different and reflect the
presence of a g-wave shape resonance for 85Rb [25] and a
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Fig. 2. PA spectrum of 87Rb2
+ molecular ions on the red side

of the 5S(F = 2)–5P3/2(F ′ = 3) atomic transition, being at
12 816.47 cm−1. The detuning ∆L, with its scale changing from
one graph to the other, is known with an absolute accuracy of
0.01 cm−1, while the vertical scale is the same in all graphs.
The 87Rb2

+ yield is directly related to the 87Rb2 cold molecule
yield.

d-wave shape resonance for 87Rb [26], which contribute to
the J = l, l + 2, l − 2 levels. Some lower rotational levels
are, in our conditions, embedded in the noise. The exper-
imentally determined rotational constants, given in next
section, are shown in Figure 3b.
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Fig. 3. (a) Rotational spectrum of the 0−g v = 0 vibrational
level for 87Rb (lower trace) and for 85Rb (upper trace); and (b)
measured rotational constant as a function of the vibrational
number together with the fitted linear function reported in the
text.

4 Spectroscopic analysis: RKR potential
curve determination

In the previous section, vibrational levels covering most
of the well depth of the 0−g (P3/2) potential curve (up to
0.5 cm−1 below the dissociation limit) were accurately
measured, with a few levels missing because they lie ei-
ther at the minima of the signal (e.g., v ≈ 27), or in the
frequency gap between the diode lasers currently available
in our group (e.g., v = 2 to 11). From these values, we
are able to determine the corresponding potential curve,
which will then be used for the calculation of vibrational
wave functions and molecular formation rates. The pe-
culiar behavior of the 0−g (P3/2) potential curve has been
described in great detail in reference [11]: for both the
long-range attractive part, and the shorter range repulsive
branch, it is governed mainly by a R−3 variation with a
strength given by the asymptotic coefficient C3. As in two
previous papers [11,23], we use below two powerful tools
taken from standard molecular spectroscopy: the model-
ing of energy levels with a Dunham polynomial expan-
sion matched with the so-called “Near Dissociation Ex-
pansion” (NDE) analysis [27,28], which ensures a correct
description of the asymptotic part of the potential curve.
In Cs2 [11], such an analysis has been found tedious for
the extraction of the C3 coefficient from measured energy
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Table 1. Dunham expansion coefficients (in cm−1) for the
measured level energies of the 0−g (P3/2) long-range well of
87Rb2. 0 ≤ v ≤ 71, 0 ≤ J ≤ 4.

Parameter Value

ωe 1.0769(11)

10× ωexe 0.1526(7)

104 × ωeye 0.922(14)

106 × ωeze −0.182(10)

levels. Here, we rely on the independent determination of
C3 = 289 822 (420) cm−1Å3 through atomic lifetime mea-
surements [29], which will be kept fixed during the fitting
steps briefly recalled below.

4.1 The Dunham expansion of level energies

The Dunham expansion yields a complete set of energy
values Gv for all vibrational levels in the observed energy
range including the unobserved lines quoted in the pre-
vious paragraph. The experimental data consists mainly
of the energies of the v, J = 2 levels and a few rotational
levels with J = 0 and J = 4. The well-known Dunham
expansion is limited here to the first order in J(J + 1),
and to the fourth order in (v + 1/2), i.e.,

E(v, J) = Gv +BvJ(J + 1)
= ωe(v + 1/2)− ωexe(v + 1/2)2

+ωeye(v + 1/2)3 − ωeze(v + 1/2)4

+BvJ(J + 1). (1)

From the few observed rotational structures (Fig. 3b) ro-
tational constants values were obtained: B87

e = 1.28(4)×
10−3 cm−1 and α87

e = 20(9) × 10−6 cm−1. We chose
to constrain the rotational parameters for 87Rb2 to the
values derived by applying the isotopic mass relations
B87
e = ρ2B85

e and α87
e = ρ3α85

e to the more accurate de-
terminations of Heinzen [21]:

B85
v = B85

e − α85
e (v + 1/2)

= 0.00135− 23× 10−6(v + 1/2). (2)

After an appropriate scaling with the ratio of reduced
masses ρ =

√
µ(85Rb)/µ(87Rb) = 0.98844198 we find

B87
e = 1.32(5)×10−3 cm−1 and α87

e = 22(2)×10−6 cm−1,
quite close to the present experimental values 1.28 ×
10−3 cm−1 and 20 × 10−6 cm−1. The fit of the exper-
imental energies E(v, J) includes all measured v, J lev-
els, keeping B87

e and α87
e fixed to the value deduced from

reference [21] with the isotopic relation. The fit repro-
duces the observations with a r.m.s. of the errors equal
to 0.011 cm−1, and the effective parameters are displayed
in Table 1. It is worth noticing that the contribution to en-
ergy of the higher order distortion parameters (D,H, ...)
in equation (2) is found negligible because only transi-
tions with low J quantum numbers are observed. The ωe

parameter is found nearly equal to the 85Rb2 determina-
tion of reference [21]: 1.0770(1) cm−1. The larger uncer-
tainty found here and the fact that the isotopic relation
ωe(87Rb) = ρωe(85Rb) is not fulfilled is attributed to the
lack of data for vibrational levels between v = 2 to v = 11.

4.2 The NDE analysis

The determination of the 0−g (P3/2) potential curve re-
quires the modeling of vibrational energies up to the disso-
ciation limit. It is expected from previous studies [30] that
the pure C3(0−g )/R3 long range behavior will be valid only
in the region of the uppermost vibrational levels, say with
a binding energy lower than 1 cm−1. For larger binding
energies, the R-variation of the C3(0−g ) coefficient and the
increase of R−6 and R−8 terms will become significant.
For instance, a 1% variation of C3(0−g ) is expected when
coming from infinity towards the external turning point
of the v = 61 level (around 65 Å), due to the interaction
with the 0−g (P1/2) state.

It has long been known that the Dunham expansion
provides only a poor extrapolation towards the dissoci-
ation limit. Le Roy and Bernstein [27] and Stwalley [28]
have shown that such an analysis can be performed within
the near-dissociation expansion theory (NDE), yielding
accurate determination of the dissociation limit energy De

and of the non-integer vibrational quantum number at dis-
sociation vD. We already recalled the main equations in
[11]. Focusing on a potential with a R−3 long range be-
havior, the vibrational energy can be expanded according
to the so-called outer Padé expansion, using Le Roy’s no-
tations, which is given by

GNDE
v = De −X0(3)(vD − v)6[L/M ]

= De −X0(3)(vD − v)6

×
[
1 +

∑
L pL(vD − v)L−1+NDP1

]
[1 +

∑
M qM(vD − v)M−1+NDQ1]

, (3)

where X0(3) = 36 409.62/µ3C2
3 , with µ the reduced mass

of the molecule, and NDP1 and NDQ1 are fixed expo-
nents. When L (resp. M) is equal to zero the numerator
(resp. the denominator) reduces to unity. Similarly, the
rotational constants are expressed as:

BNDE
v = X1(3)[vD − v]4 exp

[
L∑
l=1

pl1(vD − v)l
]
, (4)

where X1(3) = 60 221.029/µ3C2
3 . Since the data for lev-

els lying very close to dissociation limit are lacking,
it would be unreasonable to expect to determine from
NDE fits meaningful values for the constant X0(3) and
for the C3 parameter. We use instead the value C3 =
289 822 (420) cm−1 Å3 quoted above, which will also con-
tribute to lower the correlation between the other parame-
ters (vD, De, and L and M exponents) of the fit. In order
to extract the NDE parameters, we introduce in equa-
tion (3) the Gv term values, calculated from the results
of Table 1, referred to the bottom of the potential curve
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Table 2. Parameters in the [3/0] outer Padé GNDE
v fit of the

0−g (P3/2) state of 87Rb2. All digits are significant for the pur-
pose of recomputing the Gv values. The v interval used for the
fit is v < 2, 11 < v < 23, 30 < v < 71.

Parameter Value During fit

NDP1 2 fixed

10−5C3 (cm−1 Å3) 2.89822229 fixed

1011X0(3) (cm−1) 0.5282575367 fixed

vD 136.0622347 ± 0.217 variable

De (cm−1) 28.36482406 ± 0.006 variable

105p1 4.9428332547 variable

107p2 −7.2877289198 variable

109p3 2.1909286248 variable

103 r.m.s. (cm−1) 3.3

Table 3. Parameters in the BNDE
v fit of the 0−g (P3/2) state of

87Rb2. All digits are significant for the purpose of recomputing
the Bv values.

Parameter Value During fit

10−5C3 (cm−1 Å3) 2.89822229 fixed

1011X1(3) (cm−1) 0.8737309800 fixed

vD 136.0622347 fixed

102p11 −0.521381495 variable

104p21 0.369404826 variable

106p31 −0.318983650 variable

E(v = −1/2, J = 0). Several nonlinear NDE least-squares
fits have been done using the codes of Le Roy [31–33] and
selecting various combinations of [L/M ] Padé polynomi-
als. A very compact expression with L = 3 and M = 0 fits
the measured energy values with an r.m.s. error of about
0.003 cm−1 (see Tab. 2). The Bv values were calculated
up to v = 20 using isotopic relations, and an exponen-
tial development was built according to equation (4). The
parameters of the resulting fit are quoted in Table 3.

4.3 The Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR) potential curve

An RKR potential energy curve, i.e. the set of positions of
the outer and inner classical turning points for the energies
GNDE
v , is reported in Table 4 for computing purposes. It is

worth noticing that it is constructed with calculated (i.e.
not measured) Bv values and, as a consequence, the inner
wall cannot be well defined. Above v = 20 the inner wall
is extrapolated (in cm−1 with R in Å) as

V (R)=−0.6151+0.99632486×106 exp (−0.79759767R) .
(5)

According to the NDE analysis, it should contain about
137 vibrational levels, which is close to what is predicted
from the isotopic relation v87

D = v85
D /ρ = 137.03, applied

to v85
D =135.45 [23]. The well depth is also very close

to the one obtained in the 85Rb2 analysis (28.295 cm−1

[15]), as expected from the usual Born-Oppenheimer pic-
ture. Finally, at the present level of accuracy, it is im-
possible to predict any difference between the C3 coeffi-
cient of both isotopes, which is expected to scale as the
ratio of the reduced mass of the e-Rb+ system ρ−6

at =[
µat(87Rb)/µat(85Rb)

]6 = 1.000000445, due to the nor-
malization of s and p atomic wave functions.

5 PA and cold molecule formation rates:
calculation and experiment

The efficiency of the cold molecule formation process via
the 0−g (P3/2) state of Rb2 can be investigated using a per-
turbative approach [34], which has been recently found to
provide rates in good agreement with measured values for
the cesium case [35,36]. Such a model then yields a reli-
able calibration procedure of rates for the present study.
We briefly recall below the main steps of the model. The
photoassociation rate per atom (expressed in s−1), for a
vibrational level

∣∣v(0−g )
〉

of the 0−g state lying at a detun-
ing ∆L below 5S + 5P3/2, is first computed according to:

RPA(∆L) =
(

3λ2
th

2π

) 3
2 h

2
natK

2A
∣∣〈v(0−g )|χ(kBT )

〉∣∣2 ,
(6)

with λth = h
√

1/ (3µkBT ) the thermal de Broglie wave-
length (µ is the reduced mass of the system, T its tem-
perature), 2K = 2.1 × 109 s−1 the atomic Rabi angular
frequency for a PA laser intensity I = 10 W/cm2, and A
an angular factor including hyperfine degeneracies [34,35].
A pure s-wave initial state is assumed for simplicity, with
radial wavefuntion χ(kBT ). The cold molecule formation
rate per atom is then obtained by considering the branch-
ing ratio to the bound levels

∣∣v′′(a3Σ+
u )
〉
, expressed simply

through Franck-Condon factors,

Rmol(∆L) = RPA(∆L)
∑
v′′

∣∣〈v(0−g )|v′′(a3Σ+
u )
〉∣∣2 , (7)

where the sum runs over all vibrational levels v′′ of
the a3Σ+

u state. In both equations (6) and (7), the R-
dependence of the transition dipole moment is neglected,
as in the cesium study [35]. Bound level energies and wave
functions are calculated with the mapped Fourier grid
Hamiltonian method (MFGH) [37], which is well suited
for the present purpose of describing vibrational motion
with very long elongation. For both rubidium isotopes,
the 0−g state is modeled with the RKR potential obtained
above and in reference [23]. The a3Σ+

u potential is taken
from reference [38], connected at long range to a −Cn/Rn
expansion including n = 6, 8, 10 terms. We chose the most
recent determination for C6 = 4700 a.u. [39], and the
C8, C10 values from [40]. As the spectroscopy of the a3Σ+

u

state is unknown, we moved slightly the repulsive wall of
the potential, in order to adjust its scattering length aT to
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Table 4. Position of the inner R−v and outer R+
v turning points (in Å) of the vibrational levels lying in the 0−g (P3/2) long-range

well of 87Rb2, with energies Gv provided by the RKR analysis. Vibrational energies (in cm−1) are referred to E(v = −1/2, J = 0).

v Gv(cm−1) R−v (Å) R+
v (Å) v Gv(cm−1) R−v (Å) R+

v (Å)

0 0.534 16.371856 18.079317 36 23.142 13.345008 37.775468

1 1.580 15.867983 18.861446 37 23.431 13.329828 38.532661

2 2.597 15.552050 19.463350 38 23.708 13.315489 39.311636

3 3.585 15.312492 19.996757 39 23.972 13.301943 40.113384

4 4.544 15.117243 20.493907 40 24.224 13.289148 40.938949

5 5.475 14.951771 20.969516 41 24.465 13.277063 41.789424

6 6.379 14.808050 21.431800 42 24.694 13.265650 42.665957

7 7.256 14.681105 21.885934 43 24.913 13.254873 43.569754

8 8.106 14.567606 22.335460 44 25.121 13.244699 44.502087

9 8.931 14.465197 22.782953 45 25.319 13.235095 45.464293

10 9.730 14.372138 23.230384 46 25.507 13.226034 46.457781

11 10.504 14.287104 23.679319 47 25.686 13.217487 47.484039

12 11.254 14.209058 24.131051 48 25.855 13.209427 48.544638

13 11.980 14.137167 24.586675 49 26.016 13.201829 49.641235

14 12.682 14.070754 25.047147 50 26.169 13.194671 50.775585

15 13.362 14.009258 25.513321 51 26.313 13.187929 51.949543

16 14.019 13.952207 25.985972 52 26.450 13.181583 53.165075

17 14.654 13.899199 26.465820 53 26.579 13.175612 54.424265

18 15.267 13.849890 26.953546 54 26.701 13.169998 55.729322

19 15.859 13.803980 27.449797 55 26.816 13.164721 57.082592

20 16.431 13.761208 27.955203 56 26.925 13.159765 58.486569

21 16.983 13.721283 28.470318 57 27.027 13.155113 59.943902

22 17.514 13.683951 28.995704 58 27.123 13.150750 61.457413

23 18.027 13.648993 29.531929 59 27.214 13.146660 63.030106

24 18.521 13.616213 30.079569 60 27.299 13.142829 64.665184

25 18.996 13.585441 30.639218 61 27.379 13.139244 66.366066

26 19.454 13.556523 31.211478 62 27.454 13.135891 68.136402

27 19.894 13.529323 31.796973 63 27.524 13.132758 69.980095

28 20.317 3.503719 32.396342 64 27.590 13.129834 71.901320

29 20.724 13.479601 33.010247 65 27.652 13.127106 73.904548

30 21.114 13.456868 33.639373 66 27.709 13.124564 75.994574

31 21.489 13.435430 34.284427 67 27.762 13.122197 78.176542

32 21.848 13.415204 34.946146 68 27.812 13.119996 80.455979

33 22.193 13.396116 35.625295 69 27.859 13.117951 82.838828

34 22.523 13.378095 36.322672 70 27.902 13.116053 85.331487

35 22.839 13.361079 37.039107 71 27.942 13.114294 87.940851

the reported experimental values aT (85Rb) = −369±16a0

and aT (87Rb) = 106± 4a0 [39].
Computed rates RPA/A and Rmol/A are displayed in

Figure 4 as a function of the red-detuning ∆L, assuming
that only the s-wave is contributing in the initial state.
Present experimental conditions are introduced in equa-
tions (6) and (7), i.e., I = 10 W/cm2, nat = 3×1010 cm−3,
and T = 120 µK. As expected, the structure of the initial

radial wave function for the atom pair is reflected by the
minima in the PA rate (Fig. 4). Due to scattering length
difference between the two isotopes, a node for one iso-
tope corresponds to a maximum for the other. As already
discussed in reference [35], the cold molecule formation
rate as a function of ∆L (Fig. 4c) has a roughly constant
maximum value modulated by the nodal structure of the
initial wave function, because the PA rate decreases as
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Fig. 4. Computed (a) photoassociation rate RPA/A, (b)
branching ratio, and (c) cold molecule formation rate per atom
Rmol/A, as a function of the detuning ∆L, for 85Rb2 (open
circles) and 87Rb2 (filled circles). Present experimental con-
ditions are used: I = 10 W/cm2, nat = 3 × 1010 cm−3, and
T = 120 µK.

the red-detuning gets larger (Fig. 4a) while the branching
ratio increases (Fig. 4b).

Comparing the intensity modulation of the cold
molecule formation rate Rmol(∆L) with that observed in
the ion signal (Fig. 2), we see overall a good agreement.
The large minimum around 9 cm−1 is well reproduced, as
the 0−g (P3/2) vibrational levels v = 24 to 27 are indeed not
efficiently populated by PA. In contrast, the expected min-
imum around 1.2 cm−1 in Figure 4c is not visible in the ex-
perimental spectrum. To understand this discrepancy, we
have performed PA rate calculations starting from other
angular partial waves. With a pure p-wave initial state, the
first minimum is shifted to ∆L ≈ 0.8 cm−1, while none is
observed in that region for a d-wave. We conclude that,
in the experimental spectrum, the first minimum in the
PA rate is washed out by the contribution of other partial
waves.

The magnitude of the cold molecule formation rate per
atom Rmol can be discussed considering the similar study
on cesium already quoted above [35], where the value
RCs

mol ∼ 0.1 s−1 has been computed for I = 55 W/cm2,

nat = 1011 cm−3, T = 140 µK, and A ∼ 0.03. Replac-
ing these numbers with the present experimental condi-
tions yields RCs

mol ∼ 0.007 s−1, while the Rb rate lies in
0.003–0.015 s−1 range (after multiplying results of Fig. 4c
by A ∼ 0.03, similar to the one for Cs). Then the cold
molecule formation efficiency through the 0−g long-range
state is similar for both Cs and Rb.

As we have not included the description of the ion-
ization steps in our model, it is difficult to compare di-
rectly intensities in Figure 4c with the experimental ones
as all formed cold molecules are not expected to ionize
with the same efficiency [36]. This is particularly the case
for ground-state molecules found in vibrational levels ly-
ing very close to dissociation limit (binding energy smaller
than 1 cm−1). Their wave function is located mainly at
large distances, where the electronic dipole transition mo-
ment of the first ionization step (i.e., the 5S→ 4D atomic
transition) is almost zero. However a rough comparison
between the absolute values of the computed cold molecule
formation rate and the experimental one can be done. The
expected cold molecule rate is obtained by multiplying the
previous computed rate by the total number of trapped
atoms (about 107), giving 3×104−1.5×105 mol/s. On the
experimental side, the maximum observed 87Rb+

2 molec-
ular ion signal due to the PA laser is about 10 ions/pulse.
By considering that the molecules remain in the ioniza-
tion region for nearly 10 ms [8], and that the repetition
frequency of the pulsed laser is 10 Hz, the molecular pro-
duction rate is about 1 000/η s−1, where η is the combined
efficiency of the ionization and the detection processes. By
estimating the efficiency η as being in the range 10–50%
[8], the observed signal corresponds to 2× 103–104 mol/s,
which is about an order of magnitude below the expected
one. Apart from the precise implementation of numerical
factors in the calculation, we can account this difference
as being primarily due to two reasons. First the PA laser
is focussed in a spot slightly smaller than the MOT waist,
so just a fraction of the trapped atoms contributes to the
signal; second, cold molecules formed in vibrational states
close to dissociation are probably very inefficiently ionized
(hidden molecules).

6 Vibrational distribution of ultracold
ground-state molecules

The vibrational distribution of the molecules produced by
PA in the ground triplet state is hardly deduced from the
molecular ion spectrum obtained by scanning the pulsed
dye laser through the a3Σ+

u → 23Πg band [8]. The spin-
orbit interaction that splits the 23Πg state into three com-
ponents [20] contributes to the complexity of the spec-
trum. We have found another frequency region that is
appropriate to ionize the molecules in the ground triplet
state. The ionization path has been assigned as connecting
the Rb2 a

3Σ+
u state to the molecular ion potential through

the intermediate 23Σ+
g state, correlating with the 5S+4D

atomic asymptote. A spectrum is shown in Figure 5, with
the PA laser photoassociating 87Rb through the v = 54
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Fig. 5. Molecular ion spectrum with the PA laser tuned to
the 0−g (P3/2) v = 54 vibrational level of 87Rb2. The arrow
indicates the last observed line while the peak indicated by a
star is due to atomic ions when the dye laser is resonant with
the 5S→ 6D two-photon transition. In the blow-up one of the
lines is shown in detail.

state of the 0−g (P3/2) state. The 23Σ+
g state has never been

observed up to now for Rb2 but its potential curve has
been computed in [41]. The assignment to this state has
been possible because the peak separation in the spectrum
is in agreement with the calculated vibrational constant
(ωe = 50.42 cm−1) [41], and also it must be a gerade state
because the ions come from molecules in ground triplet
state, being formed through PA and spontaneous decay
from the 0−g state. The band structure in Figure 5 looks
very simple; this is due not only to the absence of the spin-
orbit interaction, but also to a narrow vibrational distribu-
tion of the cold molecular sample in the a3Σ+

u state. The
last observed line on the red side of the band occurs at
14 236 cm−1. This line does not correspond to the excita-
tion of the lowest vibrational level of the 23Σ+

g state, but
to the last vibrational level having an appreciable Franck-
Condon factor with the triplet ground state potential. In
fact the calculated 23Σ+

g potential has a smaller equilib-
rium internuclear distance than the a3Σ+

u state [41]. We
tentatively assign the last observed line to the vibrational
level v = 11± 1.

The vibrational distribution of the formed cold
molecules in the a3Σ+

u state can be predicted by look-
ing at the Franck-Condon factors in equation (7) for se-
lected 0−g (P3/2) vibrational levels. Results are reported in
Figure 6 for both isotopes, for the 0−g (P3/2) levels cor-
responding to the maxima of Rmol. The blow-up of the
experimental lines in Figure 5 confirms the hypothesis
discussed above: the line has a structure which is com-
patible with an energy distribution of triplet vibrational
levels bound by less than 5 cm−1. This means that deeply
bound levels are not appreciably populated. On the con-
trary, molecules in a3Σ+

u levels bound by less than 1 cm−1,
that are surely populated after spontaneous emission, are

Fig. 6. Computed vibrational distributions in the lowest
triplet state of (a) 85Rb2, (b) 87Rb2 cold molecules, for selected
0−g (P3/2) vibrational levels corresponding to the maxima in the
cold molecule signal.

probably not ionized because of the vanishing dipole mo-
ment transition, and thus are not detected.

7 Conclusion

We have presented here the first detailed analysis of the
formation of cold rubidium molecules through photoas-
sociation. The rubidium 0−g (5P3/2) pure long-range state,
was shown to produce quite efficiently translationally cold
molecules in their ground triplet state. By detecting these
cold molecules by selective mass spectroscopy after two-
photon ionization into Rb+

2 , a spectroscopic study of the
0−g (5P3/2) state has been performed for 87Rb2. The spec-
tral data have been theoretically analyzed within the semi-
classical RKR approach and a potential curve has been
derived. The cold molecule formation rates have been cal-
culated for both rubidium isotopes showing a different de-
pendence on the PA laser frequency due to the different
scattering lengths of the two isotopes. For 87Rb2 the struc-
ture of the computed cold molecule formation spectrum
reproduces quite well the experimental one. Also the the-
oretical absolute magnitude of the cold molecule formation
rate is in reasonable agreement with the absolute experi-
mental rate. Finally, the ionization of the cold molecules
through the intermediate 23Σ+

g state, which is observed
here for the first time, allows us to discuss the vibrational
distribution in the ground triplet state. These observa-
tions are in agreement with the distribution predicted by
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considering the Franck-Condon factors for the decay of se-
lected 0−g vibrational levels into the a3Σ+

u ground triplet
state, which are also computed here.

Experimental activity on translationally cold
molecules is getting more and more interest. In or-
der to perform accurate experiments, efficient sources of
cold molecules must be provided and suitable traps to
store them must be constructed. We have shown here
that in rubidium photoassociation into a pure long-range
state is an efficient production possibility (like in cesium).
A precise spectroscopic study of such states is thus
whortwhile. A different analysis of both rubidium and
cesium long-range states with purely asymptotic methods
is underway in our groups.
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